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This paper presents a combination of theoretical and experimental techniques applied to characterize the bristle motion, forces, and related
vertical translation for a novel electric toothbrush design with a linear drive system. Results of the theoretical description, based on a single
filament, were successfully compared with laboratory-based investigations: force measurements and high-speed video analysis, and tracking
the toothbrush motion. This work describes the vertical translation induced in the toothbrush head, of up to 250 µm, when the toothbrush
bristles are applied against a contact surface at brushing loads of approximately 1 N to 2.5 N. Using these techniques, including Fast-Fourier
transform analysis, it is shown that the vertical motion of the head is composed of the driving frequency and its harmonics.
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Highlights
• Single filament based theory for tooth brushing considiring bristle driven vertical translation of the brush head.
• Theoretical prediction and experimental validation of bristle peak forces at turning points of the oscillating-rotating motion.
• High-speed videography visualisation of brush head motion.
• Frequency analysis of the brush head motion for different drive types.

0 INTRODUCTION
It may be surprising to learn that toothbrush designs
have evolved over centuries. What may seem,
at first thought, to be quite simple devices, are
a key component of mechanical plaque removal
and, therefore, oral hygiene in developed regions
globally. Furthermore, far from being simple, many
improvements have been made in how toothbrushes
aid in plaque removal, including the introduction of
electric toothbrushes in the mid-20th century.
In general, electric toothbrushes include a motor
and power source in the handle, along with a gear
system that drives the mechanical motion of the
toothbrush head and the bristles. Electric toothbrushes
vary in design, including not only the type of motion
delivered, but also toothbrush head size and shape,
and even in the size, type, and arrangement of bristles
included within the head.
A wide variety of electric toothbrush models are
currently found on the market, with by and large two
main types of brush motion seen. One type of motion
can be described as utilizing oscillating-rotating
motion, in which the brush head (typically round or
slightly oval) moves back and forth, at a given angle,
around the central point of the brush head bristle
surface. A second type of motion, often called “sonic”
by toothbrush manufactures, typically involves a
rectangular or oblong shaped head, which moves back

and forth by rotating at a given angle relative to the
long axis of the handle.
The cleaning efficacy and benefits to oral
health by electric toothbrushes [1] to [5], and in
particular rechargeable toothbrushes with oscillatingrotating motion [6] and [7], have been extensively
demonstrated via clinical measurement techniques.
Additional developments in electric toothbrushes
include features to aid user performance, including
for instance toothbrush timers, which assist the
user in brushing for an appropriate duration. More
recent developments include pressure sensors
which may respond, including signalling to the
user, when brushing is performed at a given, higher
pressure threshold – thereby reducing time spent
brushing with excessive force [8]. Most recently,
electric toothbrushes have also been developed that
incorporate position detection and interactivity with
smartphone apps, helping users brush not only with
appropriate duration and pressure but also ensuring
they brush all areas in the mouth evenly [9] and [10].
Regarding toothbrushes with oscillating-rotating
(O/R) motion, the mechanical drive systems used
to move the toothbrush head have also evolved. In
the 1990s, Oral-B launched a novel drive system
which introduced a driven three-dimensional (3D)
pulsation in addition to O/R motion, which has been
demonstrated to improve cleaning efficacy via both
laboratory [11] and clinical [12] testing methodologies.
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While cleaning efficacy is typically examined by
clinical studies that are published in dentistry journals,
there is almost no literature on the mechanical
foundations or physics of toothbrush filament motion.
This lack of publicly available, peer-reviewed
research is likely due to the complicated interaction
of the different filaments with each other and with
the complex tooth surface. Our approach is to model
single filaments and to determine their displacement
and interaction force with the tooth. While the
interaction between different filaments is neglected,
high-speed videos show that toothbrush filaments
typically move synchronously and, therefore, a basic
model may provide insight, to aid in understanding
the behaviour of the complex system.
This approach was also used in [13]. Regarding
toothbrush head design, a study on the impact of
bristle positioning in an O/R head, and specifically
the angling of bristles, has been presented with a
semi-analytical model and discussion on impact to
brushing shear force and penetration depth [13]. In that
work, a filament with fixed length L was treated as
a cantilever, and the model assumed a fixed distance
between the brush and a planar tooth surface d. (see
Fig. 1).
Beyond the developments described above,
further work has been performed to improve electric
toothbrush designs, with a twofold goal: increased
performance and improved brushing experience.
To accomplish this goal, a completely new motor
and drive train was designed, incorporating a linear
motor drive system, which enables a higher brush
frequency and operates with a constant oscillation
angle even under load.
In developing the new motor drive system,
extensive technical, consumer, and clinical testing [14]
to [17] were performed. Elements under investigation
included overall brush motion, vibration and related
experience perception, all of importance, particularly
since the 3D pulsation drive introduced previously
is not included within the new drive train. This work
explains theoretical and experimental methods applied
to describe and characterize the vertical translation,
and related bristle motion and forces, for this novel
electric toothbrush design.
1 METHODS
The main novelty in the theoretical description is the
instruction of a bristle-driven brush head motion into
the semi-analytic theory developed in [13]. In that
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publication, the distance between the brush head and
tooth surface d was assumed to be constant. However,
high-speed videography shows that d oscillates by
typically about a few 100 µm. We have changed the
boundary conditions of our model to account for this
observation. The handle is still kept at a fixed position,
but the brush head can be moved due to the finite
stiffness of the handle. We furthermore do not label
the different load cases by their distance d but by their
average force that is applied by the user to the tooth.
This average normal force FN0 compresses the
filament such that the brush-head-to-tooth surface
distance takes the value d0. During the filament
movement, the normal force FN and the distance d
might change. These changes can be related to each
other by assuming a linear elastic behaviour of the
handle.
FN  FN 0  K   d  d 0  .

(1)

Here K is the scaled spring constant of the handle,
i.e., the ratio of the normal force of a single filament
to the brush head displacement divided by the number
of filaments. This approximation implies that all
filaments of a particular type act synchronously on the
single brush head.
This assumption is a simplification that renders
the complex problem accessible for a single filamentbased theory.
As a typical brush head consists of filaments of
different dimensions and inclinations, the different
filaments act with different forces on the brush head,
which is not covered in Eq. (1). Nevertheless, one
type of filament typically dominates over the other
types, which makes this simplification reasonable.
Second, though inertial forces do not play an essential
role for a single filament, the brush itself has a
considerable mass, so that inertia plays a role for
the brush head dynamics. This will lead to a delayed
vertical translation of the brush head compared to this
simplified theory.
Furthermore, the geometric relation between
projected length Lx, tip displacement wtip and brushhead-to-tooth surface distance d holds as in [8] (Fig.
1):
d  cos  Lx  wtip  sin  .
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equals that from Eq. (3). The second equation is given
by the fact that the filament length does not change.
Here EI is the flexural rigidity of the bristle.
EI  wtip 



3
 FT  cos  
  Lx  tan    Lx 



 FN 0  K   cos  Lx  wtip  sin   d 0  sin  ,
Lx

L


0

Fig. 1. Sketch of the theoretically examined filament shapes

We distinguish between the local coordinate
system of the filament, where x is the coordinate along
the filament and z is the coordinate perpendicular
to it and the local coordinate system of the tooth
surface with shear force FT and normal force FN. Both
coordinate systems are linked by the angle α (Fig. 1).
The forces Fx and Fz are expressed by the shear force
FT and the average normal force FN0 with the help of
the Eqs. (1) and (2).
Fx  FT  sin  





 FN 0  K   cos  Lx  wtip  sin   d 0   cos  , (3)

Fz  FT  cos  





 FN 0  K   cos  Lx  wtip  sin   d 0   sin  , (4)

Now the filament’s bending line can be expressed
in terms of Lx, wtip and FT by solving the EulerBernoulli-equation, including normal force.
w  x, wtip , Lx , FT  



wtip

tan    Lx     Lx





 sin    x     x  tan    Lx   1  cos    x   ,
F  sin 
  T

EI

(5)
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F
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 K   cos  Lx  wtip  sin   d 0   cos 
EI

. (6)

To obtain a bending line that only depends on one
parameter, two equations have to be found to express
the mutual dependence of Lx, wtip and FT. With these
equations, all parameters (i.e., forces and the bending
line) of the filament can be expressed in dependence
on tip displacement wtip.
The first equation states that the bending force
at the tip Fz calculated from the bending line Eq. (5)

1

dw2
1 dw2
 0.
dx  L  Lx 
dx
2 dx

(7)
(8)

As mentioned, solving Eqs. (7) and (8) for given
wtip yields all information about the filament`s forces
and displacements.
The above calculations are all done under the
assumption that the average distance d0 is known.
We assume that the average distance d0 is the same as
the static distance at the same normal force. In static
conditions, the tangential force FT should be near
zero, which means that the static case is given by a
displacement wtip that fulfils Eq. (9).
FT = 0.

(9)

From this solution, the equilibrium brush-headto-tooth surface distance d0 and the average normal
force per bristle FN0 can be calculated.
When modelling the motion of the filaments, it
turns out that the tangential stiction force Fstic has
to be considered, as it delivers the reason that the
filament’s tip position becomes stuck at each turning
point of the rotational motion. The filament can only
move along the tooth surface as long as it overcomes
the maximum stiction force Fstic. A common model
for the stiction force is given by Eq. (10).
Fstic ,max    FN .

(10)

Here µ is the static friction coefficient. The
stiction force is negative, if the filament moves in
a forward direction, i.e., from left to right in Fig. 1,
and consequently positive for backward movement.
Solving Eq. (10) with Fstic,max = FT results in the
maximum normal force per bristle FN,max. If a bristle
moves from a turning point in a forward direction, the
tip becomes stuck until the resulting shear force FT
overcomes the maximum stiction force in a negative
direction, according to Eq. (10). Consequently, the
positive maximum stiction force has to be overcome
if coming from a turning point and moving in a
backward direction. When the maximum stiction
force is overcome, dynamic friction occurs. Its value
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depends not only on the normal force but also on the
velocity.
Furthermore, a typical brush head consists of
tufts with different inclinations, directions, and
even different filament lengths. The full quantitative
modelling of this complicated friction pattern is
extremely challenging; nevertheless, a simplified
model that describes the main features of the brush
head is useful to understand and optimize the brushing
performance.
As an example, we model the new toothbrush
head (Fig. 2) used with the linear drive system, which
has approximately nF = 2900 bristles angled in the
forward direction, nB = 600 bristles angled in the
backward direction and n0 = 200 non-inclined bristles.
To further simplify the model, we assume a constant
length of L = 8.8 mm, a radius of r = 76 µm and an
inclination angle of α = 15° for each filament, though
a few filaments are slightly longer. The filaments are
made of polyamide (PA 6.12), which has a Youngs’
modulus of E = 2.7 GPa. A friction coefficient of
µ = 0.3 was assumed.
Most of the time, all the bristles will exert
a total normal force FN,min on the tooth. At the
respective turning points, forces of FN1 and FN2 will
occur. Therefore, we expect two force peaks with the
height of FN1 and FN2 with a phase shift of 180°.
FN ,min   nF  nB  n0   FN 0 ,

(11)

FN ,1   nB  n0   FN 0  nF  FN ,max ,

(12)

FN , 2   nF  n0   FN 0  nB  FN ,max .

(13)

Fig. 2. Filament pattern of the novel brush head
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2 EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental methods to examine the bristle
driven head motion and the related forces are twofold:
First, the motion of the brush head was visualized and
tracked by high-speed video imaging; second, force
measurements were conducted.
To
achieve
repeatable
conditions,
all
measurements were done under dry conditions, i.e.,
without water or toothpaste. Toothpaste and water
will have an impact on the friction coefficient and
the Youngs’ modulus of the filaments. Therefore, we
expect that the forces while cleaning will be lower
than those measured in our laboratory set-up.
In preparation for high-speed videography, laserstructured marking dots (ø 450 µm) and scale bars
(1930 µm) on tape were carefully attached to relevant
moving and stationary parts of the brush heads,
enabling scaled movement tracking within the video
frames (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Brush head with tracking markers
in a) side- and b) front view

The brush handle was secured in two pairs of
custom, 3D printed clamps, ensuring the possibility
for vibration only in the brush head. The clamps were
attached to an aluminium stand, which was mounted
to a movable stage. By using the stage movement
capabilities and pressing the brush head on a flat,
polished acrylic block on top of a scale (Sartorius,
ED822), the force applied to the brush head could be
adjusted (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Measurement set-up for high-speed videography
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driving signal. As mentioned in the theory part, this is
attributed to the inertia of the brush head.

Fig. 5. a) Measurement set-up for transient force measurements;
b) using a flat or c) profiled surface

High-speed video of the brush head in front
and side view was recorded on a Chronos 1.4 highspeed camera from Kron Technologies Inc. (Burnaby,
Canada) at 4000 frames per second.
All recordings have been analysed using the freeto-use software Tracker (www.physlets.org/tracker/,
version 5.0.6) to extract the relative movement of all
micro markers in each frame.
A similar set-up was used for the force
measurement (Fig. 5). The brush is pressed to a flat
aluminium plate (Fig. 5b) and alternatively on an
aluminium plate with a tooth-like topography (Fig.
5c). The aluminium plate is fixed on a force sensor
(Kistler Model 9217A) with response threshold of
1 mN. The senor signal is amplified with a Kistler
Model 5018 charge amplifier and recorded with a
sample time of 50 µs. The brush head is free to move
according to its elasticity as only the other end of the
handle is fixed. All experiments were recorded for a
total duration of 2 s. The averaged normal force FN0
is determined by averaging the transient force signal.

Fig. 6. Vertical translation (black) and rotation angle (red) versus
time

Furthermore, the total stroke versus average
normal force is plotted in Fig. 7. The difference
between the maximum and minimum vertical
translation was determined for each period and
averaged for the whole signal. Theory predicts an
increase of stroke with increasing normal force.
The experiment, however, shows a maximum value
of about 250 µm and a decreasing stroke for forces
higher than 2 N. This is explained by a sidewise
bulging of the filaments, which is not modelled by the
theory.

3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The vertical translation of the brush head and the
rotation angle ϕ versus time for the average normal
force between 1 N and 2.5 N are shown in Fig. 6. The
periodicity of the up-and-down motion (black curve)
is the same as that of the linear drive (red curve),
but the force peaks are delayed compared to the

Fig. 7. Total vertical stroke vs. average normal force FN0

A more direct comparison of the experiment to
theory can be made from the force data.
Fig. 8 shows a time series of force data for an
average normal force of 2 N. The black curve shows
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the unfiltered force data and the red marks show the
automatically detected force peaks with a circular
shape for the force FN1, and a diamond shape for the
force FN2. The dashed lines show the averaged values.

Fig. 9. Comparison of experimental and theoretical magnitudes of
the force peaks at the turning points

Fig. 8. Transient force data for the novel brush head at an average
normal force of 2 N

These data show much more details compared to
the displacement data, as short spikes of force do not
directly transform to displacement due to the inertia of
the brush head.
This transient curve shows two force maxima
per period which are separated by exactly half a
period and show two different values. These values
are interpreted as force maxima FN1 (Eq. (12)) for
the turning point to forward motion and FN2 (Eq.
(13)) for the turning point to backward motion. The
averaged experimental values for these force peaks
and the theoretical predictions are compared in Fig. 9,
where the red marks indicate the force maximum FN1
while the black marks indicate the force maximum
FN2. Each point was measured three times to assess
the repeatability. The lines indicated the theoretical
values (Eqs. (12) and (13)). The results scatter
significantly, as it was relatively difficult to adjust the
same conditions in every experiment. Nevertheless,
both curves match well, especially for high forces.
The experimental maximum forces, however, show
relatively high deviations at the lowest normal force
of 1 N. The reason for this deviation is probably a
vibration of the sensor plate itself that was observed at
low normal force values.
510

To further examine the vibrations of the brush
head under realistic conditions, force measurements
were conducted on the aluminium plate with the toothlike topography. Fig. 10 shows a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) of the force data for an average force of 2 N
with a linear O/R dive. Only the drive frequency of
about 147 Hz and its harmonics are present.
Fig. 11 shows the FFT of a comparable experiment
with a brush with additional 3D pulsation (see [8] for
details on the brush design). In this case, both drives,
the O/R drive with a frequency of 93 Hz and the 3D
pulsation drive with a frequency of 417 Hz interact
nonlinearly, which leads to complicated frequency
pattern with many different frequency components in
the sensible frequency range of a few hundred Hz. Not
only those two mismatched frequencies but also the
sums and difference of those and their multiples are
present.

Fig. 10. FFT analysis of the frequency spectrum of the normal
force with the novel brush design and the linear drive
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may be addressed by theoretical and experimental
methods.
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